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Information routing driven by background chatter in signaling networks
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Transformation of information into chemical change,
signal transduction, is a property of all living cells. Sig-
naling molecules stimulate their receptors, which trans-
mit the signal downstream through a series of protein-
protein interactions that modify DNA expression and
protein levels. In this manner, information affects cell
behavior. The description of signal transduction has
classically involved independent signaling cascades -or
pathways-, in which information is linearly transmitted
from membrane to nucleus. Contributing to this simpli-
fied view of cell signaling, experimental studies have usu-
ally analyzed pathway stimulation by single inputs, such
as variations in one chemical (nutrients, hormones, etc.)
or physical property (presence of light, pressure, etc.).
However, extracellular media usually contain a complex
mix of molecules that have the potential to feed the
signaling network with multiple inputs simultaneously1.
Furthermore, it is now known that proteins of one signal-
ing cascade often interact with proteins of other path-
ways, forming a dense web of intracellular connections
both in eukaryotes and prokaryotes2. Finally, the fact
that cells process diverse signals under a fluctuating en-
vironment provides a source of random variation at the
input level that the cell must also deal with3.

Here we explore the impact of this signal diversity and
variation upon the information processing capabilities of
a cell signaling network as a whole. In particular, we
study how transmission of information coming from one
single input is affected by the background activity, or
chatter, provided by other network inputs. To address
this issue in a way that explicitly accounts for the com-
plexity of the system under consideration, we use one
of the most comprehensive dynamic models of cell sig-
naling currently available in the literature: a recently
published Boolean network for the human fibroblast that
involves over 130 protein species4 (Fig 1). The dynamics
of this network are implemented as a set of logic rules, an
approach that -despite its simplicity- represents a good
choice when building a detailed kinetic model is unfeasi-
ble. Indeed, Boolean networks have successfully been ap-
plied to modelling numerous biological processes, show-
ing that sequences of events can be reproduced by this
type of discrete dynamic models5.

We have characterized the response of this network to
periodic signals under different chatter levels by perform-
ing extensive numerical simulations. Our findings suggest
that the level of background activity shapes the response
of the entire network to the external signal. Indeed, spe-
cific levels of background chatter activate different areas
of the network, causing the information to travel through

chatter-dependent paths (Fig 1). In certain cases, back-
ground activity allows input signals to be transmitted to
downstream nodes that would be unreachable otherwise.
The existence of this chatter-induced information rout-
ing appears to rely on the structure and dynamics of a
truly biological network, as we find that random versions
of the system are unable to display this feature.

Figura 1. Structure of the human fibroblast signaling net-
work. The network has 9 input nodes (top row), 6 output
nodes (bottom), and 124 internal nodes. A periodic stimula-
tion has been applied to input stress under different chatter
levels. The most utilized paths to node p38 are then identified
based on correlation measures, and shown here in red (high
score at low chatter), blue (high score at low and medium
chatter), and yellow (top scoring at high chatter levels).
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